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The permafrost is a very important component on the QXP, and these datasets are also
important for the permafrost community. The manuscript construction is well, although
the English writing should be improved. My main concerns are about your datasets and
their descriptions. 

General comment:
1. Line130: Table 1 is a summary on all observations: 
(1) The number of active layer sites is 8 (in text) or 10 (in table)? I checked the dataset
files which show 8 sites.
(2) The boreholes were measured in two kinds, automatic and manual, which should have
different sampling time intervals. There are 77 boreholes (in text Line 97), but 40 sites (in
table’s second column). Authors should provide the numbers of these two kinds of
measures correctly.
(3) The observation frequencies should be provided in the table.

2. Section 2 Monitoring data:
(1) You mentioned there are active layer (ground temperature and soil water content) and
borehole observation in meteorological sites (Line 105-108). However, I did not find these
data in the meteorological dataset file. Please mention it and keep the same name of site
if these data were provided in the active layer data file and borehole data file. 
(2) Figure 3 b and c, authors should provide the depth of each layer. 
(3) Line 147-152: What is the depth and layers for the ground temperature in the
borehole. These data were provided in the borehole file? If yes, please separated into
different sheets so that users can understand these data better.

3. Section 2.2 data processing workflow: There are three levels (raw data, daily, annual
mean) in Figure 4, however you mentioned that the monthly means air and ground
temperatures, and other variables (Line 159). Anyway, it will be better if authors can
provide the data in each lever.

4. Active layer dataset:
(1) I would suggest that Section 3.2, Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3 soil moisture should
be combined in one section. Section 3.2 active layer thickness should be read as Section
3.2 active layer data, which will be consistent with Table 1.

5. Bore holes dataset: 



(1) 3.3.2 should be read 3.3 Ground temperature from boreholes.
(2) I checked the borehole data file and found many missing data, which should be
mentioned in the data evaluation. How these missing data can influence on results in
Figure 9?
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